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This thesis studies two problems in algebra. Both
problems concerns properties of certain positive semi-definite
forms.
The first problem, the Sums of Squares Problem, asks for
the existence of a formula
( x2+...+ x2)( y2+...+ y2)=( z2+...+ z2
1 r 1 s 1 n
where r, s and n are three given positive integers and each
z i is- bilinear in xi 's and yk's over a given field F. There
has been much work done in determining, for given r and s, the
smallest integer n for which such a formula exists this
smallest integer is often denoted by r*Fs. This problem was
first posed by A. Hurwitz in 1989. Initially the problem was
posed for the case F= IR or (C, but the. initial problem
generalizes to the case of an arbitrary field F easily. Another
way to look at the problem is to fix r and n and then maximize
s the maximal value of s is usually denoted by p( r, n F).
The values of p(n,nl) were found by Hurwitz and Radon
independently in 1923 [Hull and 1922 [Rll respectively. There is
an explicit formula for p(n,nl). One purpose of this thesis is
to present a reasonably complete proof of the said formula. To
prove the said formula, one tries to prove two inequalities, one
of which is by constructing the relevant formulae. This part is
relatively easier and is dealt with in Section 3 of Chapter 2.
For the other inequality, we shall present two proofs. One proof
involves the study of quadratic spaces and skew-symmetric spaces.
This is found in Section 4 of Chapter 2. The other involves the
study of representation of Clifford algebras this can be found
in Section 5 of Chapter 2.
We shall also list some known results about the values
of r*F s and ,o(r, n F) and we will add some more to these lists
which to the best of our knowledge have not been published
previously.( Cf. Corollary 4.7 of Chapter 1 and Proposition 6.5
of Chapter 2.)
Chapter 3 concerns a different problem. Reznick [Rell,
has been studying the arithmetic-geometric inequality and he has
been wanting to find the smallest number of the squares whose sum




( which is certainly a sum of n squares) is the sum of n-1
squares. If the answer to this question were negative, he would be
able to complete his analysis of the arithmetic-geometric
inequality. In Chapter 3, we shall give evidence to support that
2d 2d
x1+...+ xn
is not the sum of n-1 squares by providing some examples.
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This thesis studies two problems in algebra. Both
problems concerns properties of certain positive semi-definite
forms.
The first problem, the Sums of Squares Problem, asks for
the existence of a formula
where r , s and n are three given positive integers and each
z. is bilinear in x.ys and y, 5s over a given field F . There
1 j k
has been much work done in determining, for given r and s , the
smallest integer n for which such a formula exists ; this
smallest integer is often denoted by rs . This problem was
first posed by A. Hurwitz in 1989 . Initially the problem was
posed for the case F = R or C , but the initial problem
generalizes to the case of an arbitrary field F easily. Another
way to look at the problem is to fix r and n and then maximize
s ; the maximal value of s is usually denoted by p(r,n;F) .
The values of p(n,n;IR) were found by Hurwitz and Radon
independently in 1923 [Hul] and 1922 [Rl] respectively. There is
an explicit formula for pln,n;IR) . One purpose of this thesis is
to present a reasonably complete proof of the said formula. To
prove the said formula, one tries to prove two inequalities, one
of which is by constructing the relevant formulae. This part is
relatively easier and is dealt with in Section 3 of Chapter 2 .
For the other inequality, we shall present two proofs. One proof
involves the study of quadratic spaces and skew-symmetric spaces.
This is found in Section 4 of Chapter 2 . The other involves the
study of representation of Clifford algebras ; this can be found
in Section 5 of Chapter 2 .
We shall also list some known results about the values
of rs and p{r,n;F) and we will add some more to these listsF
which to the best of our knowledge have not been published
previously. ( Cf. Corollary 4.7 of Chapter 1 and Proposition 6.5
of Chapter 2 . )
Chapter 3 concerns a different problem. Reznick [Rel]
has been studying the arithmetic-geometric inequality and he has
been wanting to find the smallest number of the squares whose sum
equals the said inequality . He was led to ask if
( which is certainly a sum of n squares ) is the sum of n-1
squares. If the answer to this question were negative, he would be
able to complete his analysis of the arithmetic-geometric
inequality. In Chapter 3 , we shall give evidence to support that
is not the sum of n-1 squares by providing some examples.
In Chapter 1 , the explicit definition of r?s will be
given and many well—known results will also be stated, such as the
Hopf Theorem ( Theorem 2.11 of Chapter 1 ) . The lower bounds of
r s are estimated for some particular r and s . The values of
F
r s are calculated when r 10 and some particular values s
R
3
depending on r. We shall also show that this calculation is
valid when the underlying field is of characteristic zero.
In Chapter 2 we discuss some equivalent definitions of
the generalized Hurwitz- Radon numbers. The formula for O(n:R)
is shown. Some values of p(r,nR) are also obtained when r is
closed to n, which slightly extends the result given by K.Y.Lam
and Paul Yiu in [Lk,Yil].
In Chapter 3, The historical background of Conjecture
1.2 can be found. The conjecture is true for some small values of
d and n. These examples make us believe that the conjecture is
true.
Chapter I : Sums of Squares
§ 1 Introdu c tio n
The formula
s2)
has been known for a long time. It can be established by expanding
the left hand side of (S7) and then inserting the terms
The right hand side of (£_) is then obtained by
suitably grouping the terms. In fact, the equation (S ) has the
short form
where z = x + tx and w = y + iy are complex numbers. So the
formula merely says that the complex number C is a composition
algebra.




then the map which sends
gives a composition algebra structure on Of
course this is just the familiar quaternion algebra structure on
Besides the formulae (S ) and (S ) , many2 4
mathematicians looked for formulae of the form
(S )
n
where are bilinear in x and yj k
If a formula exists, one would have a
non-trivial multiplication on More generally, given three
positive integers r, s, and n , one would ask for the existence
of a formula of the form
(SI)
where are bilinear in and
If a formula (SI) exists, for given r, s and
n , we say (r,s,n) is admissible.
Classically the formulae (S ) and (S ) are defined over2 4
the integers, by that we mean each bracket of the right hand side
of (S ) and (S ) has integral coefficients. When we talk of the2 4
admissibility of (2,s,n) or equivalently the existence of an
equation (SI), we need to specify the coefficients that appear in
the z's . We could have insisted on integral coefficients ; wei
could also have taken the coefficients from some fixed field F .
That is to say there is one admissibility problem of (r,s,n) for
each commutative ring from which we take elements as coefficients.
We shall say (r,s,n) is admissible over F if there is a formula
(SI) where each z. is bilinear over Fin x. and y . When F =1 J
1R , the real field, we often omit the appearance of the symbol K .
The admissibility problem of (r,s,n) is commonly known
as the Sums of Squares Problem and a formula (SI) is called a Sums
of Squares Formula. The Sums of Squares Problem was first posed by
A. Hurwitz in 1898 , In his paper [Hul], he considered this
problem with R or € as the underlying field.
Several early instances in this area are the
admissibility over R of (2,2,2) , (4,4,4) and (8,8,8) which
correspond respectively to the multiplications on RZ , K4 and R8 .
Of course (1,1,1) is trivially admissible over any field,
but whenever r - 1 or s = 1 , the situation is trivial and we
agree from now on that r 2 and s 2 .
Naturally one might guess if (2n,2n,2n) were admissible.
However the situation becomes different for the next power of 2,
that is, 16 = 24 In fact (16,16,16) is not admissible. One
therefore goes back to the early question, that is, one tries to
find n ( the smaller the better ) for given r and s such that
(r,s,n) is admissible over R or F .
Let us remark here that when char F = 2 , everything is
a square and the problem becomes uninteresting. We therefore agree
from now on that char Ft 2 .
The admissibility of (n,n,n) is solved by A
Hurwitz [Hu2]. He showed that (n,n,n) is admissible over T if and
only if n - 1, 2, 4 or 8 . Moreover, his proof can be generalized
to any other field F .
For given r and s , we let rs denote the smallest
integer n such that (r,s,n) is admissible ( over R ) . If the
underlying field is any other field F ( or even a commutative
ring A ) , the corresponding integer is r s , ( respectively
r s ) .
A
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. In
section two, we shall state some of the well-known results. In
particular, the Hopf Theorem ( Theorem 2.11 ) will be stated and
its necessary condition is called the Hopf - Stiefel condition. In
section three, we try to find lower bounds of rs for some
particular values of r and s. The converse of the Hopf - Stiefel
condition will be discussed by finding some values of rs in
section four. We shall extend this result in section five to the
case of an arbitrary underlying field F with char F = 0 .
§ 2 General results
There are many equivalent forms of the Sums of Squares
Problem and we will discuss some of them in Section 2 of
Chapter 2 . We now recall some definitions.
Definition 2.1: Let i s and n be three positive integers and F
be a field with char Ft 2. We say (r,s,n) is admissible over F
if there exists a formula of the following form
(51)
where are bilinear in and
with coefficients in F . Furthermore (SI) is
called a Sums of Squares Formula and is also said to be of type
(r, s, n) . a
Definition2.2: Let r and s be two positive integers and F be a
field with char Ft 2 . Then
is admissible over
Remark 2.3: If F - !R , we write r s as rs and the phrase
w
(2s,n) is admissible over 3R ' as !(r,s,n) is admissible ' for
convenience, g
Alternatively, if all the values of rs is known, then
the largest integer s for which (r,s,n) is admissible ( r and n
are fixed ) is also known. The converse is also true. Thus we have
the following definition.
Definition 2.4: Let r and n be two positive integers such that
r n and F be a field with char t 2. Then
p(r,n:F) = max { s : (r,s,n) is admissible over F )
and p(r,n:F) is called the generalized Hurwitz - Radon number. If
F = R , p(r,n:F) is replaced by p(r,n). g
Remark 2.5:
(i) If r = n , p(n,n:F) is denoted by p( n) and is called the
classical Hurwitz - Radon number.
(ii) If r n , (2',s,n) is not admissible for anv s 0 ( see
Lemma 2.9 below ) .
(iii)The Problem of determining the generalized Hurwitz - Radon
numbers was first formulated by Hurwitz in [Hull and it is
called the Hurwitz Problem, g
The classical Hurwitz - Radon number has already been
found by Hurwitz [Hu2] and Radon [Rl] independently. They proved
where and
From Definition 2.4 , we have the following theorem.
Theorem 2.6[Shl]: Let F be a field with char Then (r,n,n)
is admissible over F if and only if
When F = !R , the admissibility problem of (r,s,n) is
easier and there are many known results about rs . So we
concentrate on finding rs . Usually, the upper bound of rs is
found by constructing a sums of squares formula. There are some
examples. Yuzvinsky [Yul] has found that are
admissible for n = 0 (mod 4) by using ideas from group
representations. Adem I Ad 11 has shown that (13,13.28) and
(17,18,32) are admissible by using the multiplication map of the
Cayley Dickson algebras.
Often the lower bounds of rs are obtained by applying
topological results. A sums of squares formula of type (r,s,n)
gives a bilinear map
where is mapped to This
bilinear map is non-singular in the sense that each non-zero
defines a monomorphism and similarly for
In fact this map is a normed map in the sense of the
following.
Definition 2.7: Let be a non-singular
bilinear map. f is called a normed map if
for all
It is clear that the existence of a normed map from
r s n
R x R into R is equivalent to that (r,s,n) is admissible.
However, normed maps are not easy to find. Nevertheless, being
non-singular is less stringent than being normed. To
systematically employ this simple observation, we have
Definition 2.8: Let r and s be positive integers. Then
is the smallest integer n for which there is a non-singular
bilinear map .Furthermore, when we write
The preceding observations imply rs £ rs . So a
lower bound of rs is also a lower bound of rs . The most
obvious lower bound of rs is given by the lemma below.
Lemma 2.9: Max
Proof : Without loss of generality, we assume Suppose
there is a non-singular bilinear map Then
for each defines a monomorphism.
Hence
On the other hand, a useful upper bound for r~s is





be the coefficient of of the
polynomial
Each a (X,Y) is easily seen to be bilinear in X and Y . Thus
defines a bilinear map
It remains to verify that f is non-singular. Suppose
for some Then for all This implies
As is an integral domain,
Consequently This establishes
the non-singularity of
We now state an important theorem which provides a very
good lower bound for 2s .
Theorem 2.11: (Hopf Theorem,[Hoi])
If there exists a non-singular bilinear map from
then the binomial coefficients
(mod 2 )
whenever
If the necessary condition of the Hopf Theorem is
satisfied by (r,s,n), we say (r,s,n) satisfies the Hopf - Stiefel
condition.
Definition 2.12: Let r and s be positive integers. Then
satisfies the Hopf - Stiefel condition
Corollary 2.13:
Proof : An immediate consequence of Theorem 2.11 and Definition
2.12 .
We have a sequence of inequalities
In general, we don't have equalities. But there are values of r
and s for which ros rs . In such wonderful situation one would
have
and be able to find rs as ros is calculable at least in
principle ( Remark 4.4(ii) ) .
The Hopf Theorem tells us of the importance of the
parity of the binomial coefficients. There is a criterion for
determining the parity of a binomial coefficient. Before we state
the criterion, we need some notation. Let n be any positive
integer. Express n as
where and
We call lin) = 1 the length of n and
the height of n . If m £ n and mil) = 1 implies nil) = 1 , then
we say that m fits n .
Proposition 2.14: Let m and n be two positive integers such that
Then the following conditions are equivalent :
(i)
(ii)
m fits n :
(mod 2) .
Proof : W7e have where n is odd. ThereforeO
where q is an odd number. Thus is an odd integer if and
only if him) + hin-m) - hi n) =0 which is equivalent to m fits
n .
Everything which have been discussed is related from the
Hopf Theorem. There is a generalization of the Hopf Theorem which
can be found in (Hoi] . A map
is called bi-skew if
for all and Certainly, if f is bilinear, it is
bi-skew.
Theorem 2.15[Hol]: If there exists a continuous, non-singular and
bi-skew map
then the binomial coefficients
whenever n-r k s . That is (r,s,n) satisfies the Hopf -
Stiefel condition, g
The Hopf Theorem is a topological result. A lower bound
of rs is obtained after we have applied this theorem, For
instance, 1011 must be strictly greater than 16 . However,
K.Y.Lam has shown that 1011 is no less than 20 in [Lk2] , that is
1011 20 . This inequality follows from the existence of a
normed map hidden behind a non-singular map. The existence of this
normed map can be shown by using both geometric and topological
arguments [Lk2 and Yil] . Precisely, one has the following.
Theorem 2.16[Lk2 and Yil]: If there exists a non-singular bilinear
map
then there is k such that
(i)
(ii) is admissible .
K. .Lam [Lkl] has found many non-singular bilinear maps,
for examples,
R.James Milgram applied the immersion results for the
real, complex and quaternionic projective spaces to obtain some
non-singular bilinear maps.
To state his result, we need a notation. For any odd
positive integer n , let
Theorem 2.17[Mil]: Let n and m be two positive odd integers such that
n m . Then there is a non-singular bilinear map
where t = min
mwhere 2 is the least power of 2 exceeding k + 1 . The
inequality is a result of Theorem 2.16 . 2k + 1 - p(2™) is a better
k k
lower bound for 2 2 . Then, one may want to apply Theorem 2.16
to find a good lower bound for
but we have not obtained any significant result so far. On the
other hand, Paul Yiu [Yil] has used this method and found that
We outline the proof of this inequality and the argument below is
a slight simplification of Yiu's original argument .
Lemma 3.1 : If
Proof : Lemma 2.10 implies Therefore, it
suffices to show




On the other hand, as fits which
implies is odd bv Proposition 2.14 . This
contradiction establishes the desired inequality. Consequently,
Applying this lemma, Theorem 2.16 and Theorem 2.17 , We are able
to prove a theorem in [Yil] .
Theorem 3.2: and a min then
Proof :
Case I
The inequality follows from Lemma 3.1 and
Case II
We first claim
Indeed, suppose on the contrary
Then as by Lemma 2.9 . By the definition
of rs and Theorem 2.16 , there is k such that
and is admissible. By noting
we see that is admissible. Thus which
is a contradiction. Hence our claim is proved.
Now suppose is admissible. It is
easily seen that
by Theorem 2.17 . Then, by the above claim and Theorem 2.16 ,
there is k such that and




However, whenever Thus a
contradiction follows from Proposition 2.14 . We can conclude that
is not admissible and then
By using Hopf Theorem 2.11 and Proposition 2.14 , we
obtain the following result.
Proposition 3.3: Let a , b be distinct positive integers and m ,
n be positive integers. Suppose
Then
Proof : A consequence of the Hopf Theorem and Proposition 2.14 .
Corollary 3.4: Let a , b be distinct positive integers and m , n
be positive integers. Suppose
Then
Remark 3.5:
(i) Lemma 2.10 and Proposition 3.3 indicate that if n = 1,
(ii) K..Lam ( 1982, unpublished ) has proved that if
then
He also has shown in [Lkl] that 1616 = 23 . These give
which implies rs and rs may be different.
§ 4 Some values of rs
Shapiro [Shi] has shown that if r 9 , then all the
values of rs can be found at least in principle. He has proved
that rs ro s if r 9 and hence
we note further that ros is calculable in principle ( Remark 4.4
(ii) below ) .Furthermore, his proof can be applied to any field
F with char F = 0 . His result is stated as follows.
Theorem 4.1: Let and F be a field with char F = 0 . Then
Corollary 4.2: If then the converse of Theorem 2.11 is
true.
The idea of the proof of Theorem 4.1 is to find r such
that and The latter is clearly true and the
Hopf Theorem provides the following inequality
Therefore, Theorem 4.1 is true when one shows that for
which is done by Shapiro.
We look at this from a different viewpoint. In general
But for a fixed we try to find those s
( depending on r ) for which That is
in effect ). We now begin work on this.









Proof : (i),(ii) and (iii) follow from Definition 2.12 .
(iv) fits n if and only if k fits
Hence
(mod 2) .





whenever Thus satisfies the
Hopf - Stiefel condition and then
Conversely, suppose we are required to
show Write for some By the
same argument as above, (r,s,n) satisfies the Hopf - Stiefel
condition. So ros n . Thus
Remark 4.4:
(i) The last statement of the above lemma can be generalized by
induction as follows :
for some then for any
(ii) The four properties of ros stated in Lemma 4.3 can be used





The above formula of ros is found by A. Pfister [Pfl] in
1966 .
Lemma 4.5[Shl]: If then
We omit the proof because we will have a result whose
proof is analogous to the proof given by Shapiro.
If r 9 , the inequality in Lemma 4.5 may not be true.
For example, (10,11,16) is not admissible [Lk2] , but it satisfies
the Hopf - Stiefel condition. On the other hand,
(10,23,32) is admissible since p(32) = 10 (Remark 2.5(h)) .
Remark 4.4(ii) shows that 10o23 = 32 . Therefore we have the
above equalities.
From the above observation, we shall ask for s which
has the desired inequality as in Lemma 4.5 when r is a fixed
integer strictly greater than 9 . The following lemma gives a
range of s ( which depends on r ) .




The definition of pin) implies that is
admissible, and then, as
for any
On the other hand, by Definition 2.12 .
Hence, by Lemma 4.3 (ii) and (iii) ,






Corollary 4.7: Let then, for any
and k such that
Remark 4.8: When the result is still true and it is
included in Theorem 4.1 .
Outside the range of s for each r , this corollary may
not be true. For example [Shi] ,
but
lOoll = 16ol6 = 16 .
However, we still want to extend the range of s ( of course,
depends on r ) . We have not succeeded yet. The range of s is
not easy to extend, even in the case r = 10 . We only obtain
So the first question above extending the range of s is the
admissibility of (10,22,30) and (10,22,31) .
§ 5 Some values of
Our goal is to show Corollary 4.7 is still true if the
underlying field 1R is replaced by any field F with char F = 0 .
The proof of Corollary 4.7 is based on two inequalities
(01)
(02)
The inequality (01) is shown by Lemma 4.6 for certain r
and s which have been also stated in Lemma 4.6 . The following
lemma analogize to Lemma 4.6 with the underlying field F with
char F = 0 .
Lemma 5.1: Let F be a field with char Ft 2 and
then
whenever and
Proof : The proof is followed by the proof of Lemma 4.6 and the
fact that the classical Hurwitz - Radon numbers are independent of
F whenever char Ft 2 . g
Now we have an inequality similar to (01) .
(CD
The inequality (62) follows from the two inequalities
and the first follows from the
definitions of the numbers involved and the second is
a reformulation of the Hopf Theorem. However we do not have an
analogue of the Hopf Theorem when R is replaced by F , that is ,
we don't know if
Fortunately there is a way out, for it is proved by
K.Y.Lam and T.Y.Lam that
On using the Hopf Theorem again, we get
To prove the said inequality, one begins with the case
F = £ from which one gets the general result. We now begin work
on this.
Lemma 5.2[Shl]: If (r,s,n) is admissible over C , then there is a
non-singular bilinear map Hence
Proof : By hypothesis, we have a formula
(SI)
where are bilinear in
with coefficients in
Let where u and v are bilinear in x.i i J
and v with coefficients in R . Then the real part of the right
• k
hand side of (SI) is
We define by
for all and
The bilinearity of f follows from the linearity of u. and v.. —
for all then for all
Therefore the real part of the right hand side of (51) is zero. So
the right hand side of (51) is pure imaginary. However, x and vj ' k
are real numbers. Thus
for all Hence which
proves f is non-singular. So f is the required man.
Theorem 5.2[Shl]: If (r,s,n) is admissible over a commutative ring
.4 with identity 1 and charA
then
Proof : Let Then a subring of A , is
(ring) isomorphic to TL . We divide the argument into two cases.
Case I : A is a field.
As A contains a subring which is isomorphic to the ring
of integers, A contains a subfield which is (field) isomorphic
to the rational number field 0 . We denote this subfield by
also. By hypothesis, there is a formula of the form
(51)
where are bilinear in and
with finitely many coefficients in A .
Let be the set of all these coefficients. It is
clear that (r,s,n) is admissible over
subfield of A containing Q and
the smallest
can be embedded into the complex field T since C is a
transcendental extension over Q of infinite degree. Thus (51) is
defined over So by Lemma 5.2 .
Case II : A is a commutative ring with identity and char A = 0 .
Suppose there is a maximal ideal p of A such that
char = 0 . An equation (51) defined over A of type (r,s,n)
Ay A
gives one defined over y of type (r,s,n) . Since y' is a field
of char - 0 , n r s by the result in case I . So it
p R
4
remains to find a maximal ideal p of A such that char y = 0 .
A P
To do so, we let By Zorn's Lemma, we can
find a maximal ideal p such that p n S = 0 , We claim that p
is the required maximal ideal, that is, we have to show
char - 0 .
P
In fact, suppose there is o:+p t p such that m(«+p) = p ,
for some Then But we have the
product which is a prime ideal of A . Thus
Hence this proves char
Corollary 5.4: Let F be a field with char Then
Theorem 5.5: Let F be a field with char and
then
for any and k such that
In general the admissibility over F of (r,s,n) is
not the same as that (r,s,n) satisfies the Hopf - Stiefel
condition. Nevertheless, for each r , there are intervals of
integers s such that (r,s,n) is admissible over F if and only if
n rRS • he Pro°f this result, we have used many
important results such as the Hopf Theorem and the formula for the
classical Hurwitz - Radon number. The latter will be dealt with in
the next chapter where two proofs of the said formula will be
£iven.
Chapter II . Classical Hurwitz ~ Radon Number
§ 1 Introduction
We mention in Chapter 1 that
(P)
where To avoid
repetition, we shall adopt the convention in this chapter that a,
6, n and m satisfy the above relations. Also, F stands for a field
with char F t 2. We note the remarkable fact that the classical
Hurwitz - Radon numbers are independent of the field F ( provided
of course char F 2 ).
To show the equality (p), one shows first
(pl)
and secondly the reverse inequality. By definition, (pi) follows
from the admissibility of which we will prove in
section three by constructing Hurwitz - Radon Matrices
( Remark 2.2 below ).
For the reverse inequality, there are a number of
methods of which we shall give two. The first method uses the
concept of Spaces of Similarities which may be viewed as some
special quadratic spaces. This will be given in section four. The
second method uses the classification theorem of central simple
graded algebras. We shall see that p(n) can be defined in terms of
the dimensions of certain Clifford algebras which have a
non-trivial n — dimensional representation. Applying the above
classification to certain Clifford algebras we can conclude
This method will appear in section five. Section six will compute
some values of the generalized Hurwitz - Radon numbers. There are
many equivalent definitions of the classical and generalized
Hurwitz - Radon numbers. These equivalent definitions are useful
in understanding these numbers. So we shall discuss some of these
definitions in section two before we shall show the equality (p).
§2 p(r,n)
First we recall the definition of the generalized
Hurwitz - Radon numbers which we gave in Definition 2.4 of
Chapter 1 . For positive integers r, n such that r n and a
field F with char F ± 2 ,
is admissible over F
n
If we write an element of F as a row vector, denoted by
then where W is
the transpose of W .
Proposition 2.1 For positive integers r , n such that
is the maximal s for which there exists an
n x r matrix A which is linear in Y £ F such that
(S2)
Where I is the r x r identity matrix.
r
Proof . Let (r,s,n) be admissible over F. We have the following
sums of squares formula :
(51)
where are bilinear in
Let
and By (51) , we have
(1)
On the other hand, as Z is bilinear in X and Y , there exists an
n x r matrix A whose entries are linear forms in Y such that
W7e note that
Thus ( 1 ) implies
Conversely, suppose there is an n x r matrix A which is
linear in Y and satisfies (52) . For each
we let which is bilinear in X and Y . We have
where z are bilinear in x. and y, with coefficients in F.
i j k
Hence (r,s,n) is admissible over F .
WTe have shown that (r,s,n) is admissible over F if and
o
only if there exists an n x r matrix A which is linear in Y F
and satisfies (52) . Thus the proposition follows from the
definition of p(r,n:F). g
Remark 2.2: The matrix A in Proposition 2.1 is linear in Y, so
where A
i are matrices with entries in F.
Substituting A into (S2) , we obtain a system of matrix
equations
(HI)
The above equations are called Hurwitz - Radon Matrix Equations
and the matrices A. are called Hurwitz - Radon Matrices LHu2] . 55
Proposition 2.3: For positive integers r and n such that r n ,
p(r,n:F) is the largest integer s for which there exist s
n x r matrices satisfying the Hurwitz - Radon Matrix Equations.
Proof :It is clear that if there exist s n x r matrices
satisfying the Hurwitz - Radon Matrix Equations, then there exists
S
an n x r matrix A which is linear in Y e F and satisfies (S2).
Thus the proposition follows from Proposition 2.1 and
Remark 2.2 . g
Theorem 2.6 of Chapter 1 can be rewritten
as follows.
Theorem 2.4: The following statements are equivalent,
(i)
(ii) there are r n n matrices satisfying (HI).
Proof : The theorem follows from Propositions 2.1 and 2.3 .
The sums of squares problem is transformed into the
problem on the existence of Hurwitz - Radon Matrices. We need
nothing but hard calculation to construct the Hurwitz - Radon
Matrices. This procedure is important in finding upper bound of
rFs • On the other hand, if F = I , Paul Yiu [ Yi2] defined
another type of matrices called intercalate matrices. He applied
Theorem 2.5 of Chapter 1 to find lower bounds of rs . Moreover,
when F - fR , the Hurwitz - Radon numbers have another definition
( Chapter 1, p.5 ). Note that each sums of squares formula
provides a normed map ( Definition 2.5 of Chapter 1). Yuzvinsky
[Yu 1] introduces the notion of a monomial which is a normed map
with an additional property.
Definition 2.o: A normed map is called a
monomial if there exist orthonormal bases
and such that
where
Any monomial defines two maps
and such that
(M) for any a and a
It is not difficult to see that a pair ( Xo ) coming from the
monomial f is not arbitrary ; they satisfy certain conditions.
Theorem 2.6 fYu 1 ]: Let and be finite sets,
and Then X and
define a monomial by (M) if and only if X and w satisfy




(iii)if then for any and
Moreover, Yuzvinsky [Yu 1] has shown that the existence
of X which satisfies (i) and (ii) of the above theorem is
equivalent to (r,s,n) satisfies the Hopf - Stiefel condition,
where r, s and n are the cardinality of s4, ® and
respectively.
We will discuss two other equivalent definitions of the
classical Hurwitz - Radon numbers in section four and five. These
definitions help us to find the classical Hurwitz - Radon numbers.
In this section we will show that
(PD
To do so we make use of Proposition 2.3 . We therefore have to
construct the Hurwitz - Radon Matrix Equations [Lk, Yi 11. The
construction is divided into three steps.
Step I : n = 2,4 or 8.
We have already stated that (2,2,2), (4,4,4) and (8,8,8)
are admissible and the formulae come from the multiplication of
the complex, quaternion and Cayley numbers respectively. Choose
the basis such that
and for any and then the
left multiplication of e . is a linear map which has a matrix
~ J
representation. So we have 14 matrices, say
( see Appendix ) . It is routine to verify that
the matrices satisfy the Hurwitz - Radon Matrix Equations.
Step II : n = 16
Before we show that the inequality is true in this case,
we need the notion of the Kronecker product of two matrices [Ha].
Definition 3.1: Let and be two matrices
with entries in F and order p x p and q x q respectively. Then
the matrix
is called the Kronecker product of A and B, denoted by ACB .
To prove p(16) 9, we need to construct 9 16x16




satisfy the Hurwitz -
Radon Matrix Equations. For examples,
and
In the above computations we have used the following




where A and D are square matrices of same order, so are B and C.
The above two steps show that the inequality is true for




We consider the following 8a + 2 matrices
where and
where
It is routine to check the 8 a + 2 matrices satisfying the
Hurwitz - Radon Matrix Equations. Thus (8a + 'l~n,n) is
admissible and we also obtain the required inequality. The
following two sections are devoted to show
in two different ways.
§ 4 Spaces of Similarities
The concept of Spaces of Similarities is introduced by
Daniel B. Shapiro in [Sh2]. We will see that the Hurwitz Problem
is a special case of a problem about Spaces of Similarities. We
now introduce the notion of a (X)-space (B) over F where X is
either +1 or -1.
Definition 4.1: A ( + l)-space over F is a quadratic space (V,£),
that is, V is a finite dimensional vector space over F with a
non-singular symmetric bilinear map B : V x V F .
A (-l)-space is a finite dimensional vector space V over F with
a non-singular skew-symmetric bilinear map B : V x V F . u
Remark 4.2 :
(i) We assume every quadratic space is a regular quadratic space,
that is, B is non-singular.
(ii) It is well-known that the rank of a non-singular
skew-symmetric matrix is even. Therefore the dimension of a
(-l)-space must be even, g
Let End(V) be the ring of all linear maps from V into V
and M (F) be the ring of all matrices with entries in F , where
n
n = dim V . By elementary linear algebra, there is a ring
isomorphism
V : End(V) M (F) .
n
The following fact from linear algebra is also well-known.
Proposition 4.3: For each f = End(V) , there is a unique element
denoted by End(V) satisfying




(hi) if f is a bijection.
Definition 4.4: The assignment defines a ring
isomorphism from End(V) End(V) .
Definition 4.5: Let (V,.B) be a (A)-space and O € F. An element
f £ End(V) is called a ?-similarity if
for all X ,Y € V. Moreover, a similarity is a -similarity for
some constant o F . The constant o which depends on f is
called the similarity factor of f and the symbol o(f) will be
used when it is necessary to display f . 3
The set of all similarities is denoted by Sim(V) , It is
clear that Sim(V) is closed under scalar multiplication and
composition. However, Sim(V) , in general, is not closed under
addition. We shall discuss some properties of the similarities and
Sim(V) . In this section the symbol I stands for the identity map
from V onto V.
Lemma 4.6: Let End(V) . Then f is a c-similarity if and
only if fof = o{f)I .1
Proof : The lemma follows from the equation





Proof : (i) and (ii) are obviously equivalent,
(i) = (iii) : The following identities are true :
By (i), for any X ,Y € V ,
Therefore,
Hence
So (iii) is true.
for some Then, by
the same calculation as above,
So (i) is true.
Definition 4.8: Two similarities are said to be comparable if one
of the equivalent statements in Lemma 4.7 is true.
From Lemma 4.7 if is a set of mutually
comparable similarities, then the F-linear span of
is a vector space S contained in Sim(V) . Furthermore,
S has a symmetric bilinear map B defined by
and
Definition 4.9: The above pair (SB) is called a subspace of
SimCV) if Bg is a non-singular, that is, if (S, B ) is a
quadratic space, «
Remark 4.10: We may assume without of generality that (SBn)
contains I . Indeed, if (S,Bn) is anv subspace of Sim(V), then
is also a subspace of Sim(V) and (gS.04 e)B )
is isometric to for any similarity g with non-zero
similarity factor. By Proposition 4.4 and Lemma 4.6, every
similarity with non-zero similarity factor is a bijection. In
particular if g e S such that ?(g) t 0 , then
a subspace of Sim(V) containing I and isometric to (S,5 ) .
Proposition 4.11: Let (S,R ) be a subspace of Sim(V) .
Then dim S = r if and only if there is a subset
of S such that






(iv) iS,B ) is generated by
Proof : If dim S = r , then S has an orthogonal basis
So is the required subset
of S .
Conversely, let be a subset of
S which satisfy (i) to (iv) . To show dim S = r , It suffices
to show { I} is a linearly independent subset of S .
Suppose the contrary. Then, without loss of generality,
(1)
As then
By (iii) and (1)
Therefore,
which contradicts and So
is linearly independent.
Remark 4.12: The equations (H2) are called Hurwitz Equations
[Sh2] , which is another version of (1) (Remark 2.2).
From the above remark and Proposition 2.3, it is natural
to ask whether (r,n,n) is admissible over F assuming there is a
subspace (S,B ) of Sim(V) with dim S = r and dim V = n. The answer
is affirmative provided that and and the sums
of squares formula follows from the following equation :
for any and
Definition 4.13fSh21: Let n be a positive integer and X be either
+ 1 or -1. We define d' (n) as max dim S }, where the maximum is
taken over all quadratic space S which is isometric to a subspace
of Sim(V) , for some n-dimensional (X)-space V . If for a given
n , no such S or V exists, we let 5 in) = 0.5
Certainly, we want to know the relation between pin) and
5 in). We shall show and Hence
by the work in section 3. In fact, Shapiro
defines as the classical Hurwitz - Radon numbers [Sh2].
Lemma 4.14:
Proof : It suffices to show if (r,n,n) is admissible over F ,
::hen there is a subspace S of Sim(V) with dim S = r , for some
n-dimensional ( + l)-space V with dim V = n . In fact, by
Proposition 2.3 , there are r n x n matrices which
satisfy iHl). Since det exists. The matrices
also satisfy iHl) . We may therefore assume
Let
and
for any 1 Then are
similarities such that and they satisfy (H2)
Furthermore iHl) also implies is a set of
mutually comparable similarities. Let S be the F-linear span of
Then, by Proposition 4.11, S is a subspace of
Sim(V) with dim S = r ,for some n-dimensional ( + l)-space V .
The rest of this section is based on Hurwitz's argument
[Hul].
Proposition 4.15(Hu21: Suppose F is a quadraticaliv closed field.
We have
(i) if 6 (n) 2, then 2 divides n ;
(ii) then 4 divides n ;
(hi) if then 4 divides n and
This result immediately implies the following lemma.
Lemma 4.16: Suppose F is a quadratically closed field.
Then for any n 1,
Proof : The required inequality follows from
which is true by Lemma 4.14 and the inequality (pi) shown in
section 3. Now this implies, by Proposition
4.15 (iii), that This inequality implies
for otherwise So one has by Proposition
4.15(iii) again the inequality Therefore
Lemma 4.17: Suppose F is a quadratically closed field.
Then for any n 1,
Proof : by Lemma 4.16 . So it
suffices to show We divide the proof into
four cases.
Case (i) : b = 0.
Since 2 does not divide 2mfl , 6~(2m+l) 1 = 2b by
Proposition 4.15 (i).
Case (ii) : b - 1.
Since 4 does not divide 2(2m+l) ,
by Proposition 4.15(h).
Case (hi) : b - 2.
Suppose on the contrary that Then, by
Proposition 4.15(iii), But
is equal to zero because there is no (-l)-space of odd dimension
(Remark 4.2(h)). Hence which contradicts the
assumption. Thus
Case (iv) : b = 3.
We have Thus
by Proposition 4.15 (iii). Since 4 does not divide
again by Proposition 4.15(iii), Hence
We have now established the equality
for a quadratically closed field. But the general result follows
from this special case. All we need is a lemma.
Lemma 4.18fSh21: If K is the a quadratically closed extension of
F , then
Proof : Let V be a (M-space over F and K be a quadratically
closed extension of F . Then V®fA' is a (X)-space over K and
Furthermore any similarity of V can be extended to a similarity
of So the required inequality follows from
Definition 4.13 .
One can now conclude
Theorem 4.19: For any field F with char
Proof : This follows from the above work and the fact that any
field has a quadratically closed extension. B
§ 5 Application of Clifford Algebra
Let us recall that a quadratic space, denoted by (V,F) ,
is a finite dimensional vector space V with an non-singular
symmetric bilinear map B . The function F(x,x) is a quadratic
form defined on V and is often denoted by q ; (WB) is often
written as (V,q) . We shall define the Clifford algebra of a
quadratic space by a universal property [Ltl,p.l01] .
Definition 5.1 An F-algebra A containing (V,q) as a subspace is
said to be compatible with for any
where is the identity of A.
Definition 5.2: A Clifford algebra C of a quadratic space (V,a)
is an F-algebra compatible with q and if any F-algebra A
is compatible with q , then there is a unique F-algebra
homomorphism
such that for all
Remark 5.3:
(i) The Clifford algebra of a quadratic space exists and is
unique up to isomorphism [Jal,p.229j.
(ii) The Clifford algebra of a quadratic space (V,q) is denoted by
C(V) , C( V, q) or C(q).
(iii)If (V,q) is isometric to r-l ± s1, we shall use the
symbol Cr' S to stand for C(q). Here r and s are any
non-negative integers, g
Definition 5.4: A 2-graded algebra is an F-algebra A such that
and where (mod 2) .
Remark 5.5: We only consider 2-graded algebras, so we write
-graded algebra as graded algebra for convenience, g
Definition 5.6: The graded tensor algebra of two graded algebras A
A
and B , denoted by AB , is a graded algebra with
and with multiplication defined as follows :
for anv
where is defined by
The following theorem and lemma tell us that a Clifford
algebra is a central simple graded algebra ILtl,p.l06].
Theorem 5.7: Let be an orthogonal basis of (V,?)
where n = dim V . Then is a basis
of C( V) .
Lemma 5.8[Ltl,p.lQ5]: Let (V,q) and (V,q') be two quadratic
spaces. Then ( as graded algebra ) .
Remark 5.9 :
(i) dim C(V) = 2n if n - dim V .
(ii) Let CQ(V) be spanned by
or 1 and is even and
C (V) be spanned by
or 1 and is odd 1. Then
and C(V) becomes a graded algebra.
(iii)Let (V,q) Then Lemma 5.8 says that
It is easily shown that C(ai ) is a central simple graded
algebra. Moreover, the graded tensor product of two central
simple graded algebras is still a central simple graded
algebra [Ltl,p.79] . Hence any Clifford algebra is a
central simple graded algebra, g
Lemma 5.8 shows that anv Clifford algebra can be
expressed in terms of Clifford algebras of lower dimensions.
It is well-known that the Hurwitz Problem is a
particular case of the following problem. Let (V,q) and (Vq5) be
any two quadratic spaces with dimension r and n respectively. Is
there a bilinear map denoted by
such that for any v e V and v' e V',
(S3)
In particular, if (V,q) anc then the
problem becomes the Hurwitz Problem. We try to show that the
existence of a bilinear map satisfying (53) is equivalent to the
existence of a representation of a certain Clifford algebra.
We need some notations. Let £ be a positive integer,
and and be two elements of
F . We shall write X,X' for the sum and write for
. When F = R , , and || || are just the familiar inner
product and the Euclidean norm on P1 .
Remarks. 10:
(i) It is clear that , is a symmetric bilinear map and
non-singular . Therefore or is a
quadratic space.
(ii) If (r,n,n) is admissible over F , then a sums of squares
formula gives a bilinear map f : F x F' such that
Definition 5.11: The orthogonal complement of an element U of
is the subspace denoted by
Definition 5.12: An n-dimensional representation of an algebra A
is an algebra homomorphism from A into End(V) for some
n-dimensional vector space V . g
Lemma 5.13: If (r,n,n) is admissible over F, then
and
for all X ,W and Y ,Z where f is the bilinear map
induced by the sums of squares formula (Remark 5.10(ii)).
Proof : The equalities follow from
and Remark o.lO(ii).
Lemma 5.14: If (r,n,n) is admissible over F and there is an
element U of F~ such that then the following




there is a quadratic form X on F' such that X(U) = 1 ;
there is a bilinear map g : Fr x 4 F such that
for any
(iii)for any and
Proof : Let f be the bilinear map defined by the sums of squares
formula. Define by It follows from
and Lemma 5.13 that is a linear isomorphism.
The function
is the required quadratic form. We define
for any this is the required bilinear
map. It remains to show that (iii) is true.
For any X e yr and Y e
By Remark 5.10(ii),
hence
We have shown that for any X i7, there is a linear map
such that for any We try
to use this fact to find an algebra homomorphism from some
Clifford algebra into End( F )[ Ltl,p.l35],
Theorem 5.15[Ltl,p. 135]: If (r,n,n) is admissible over F and
there is an element U of such that then the
Clifford algebra has an non-trivial n-dimensional
representation ( X is defined in Lemma 5.14(i) ) .
Proof : By Lemma 5.14, the admissibility of (r,n,n) implies there
is a bilinear map from F~ x F into F, denoted by (X,Y) , » XY,
such that
UY = Y and
for any X F and Y £ F .
Define a manning from into Endfi7) by X
where End {F) such that X • Y , for any
Moreover, the map X is linear and if X = 0 , then I X
n
is the zero element of End( F ). Thus this linear map is infective
and hence
can be considered as a vector subspace of
n
End(F ) . So, by the definition of the Clifford algebra, it
suffices to show that End {) is compatible with -X .
For any and
(Lemma 5.13)
So, for all Hence
In particular , for any such that
Thus, by Lemma 5.13, As Y and W are
arbitrary, the above equality implies where I
T
is the identity map of F . Therefore, for
any So End(F) is compatible with -X and the proof is
completed.
It is clear that and thus
(Remark 5.3 (iii)). So the above theorem proves that the
r -1 n
admissibility of irn,n) over F implies C ' has a
non-trivial n— dimensional representation.
Definition 5.16: Let n be a positive integer. Then y(n) is the
largest integer for which has a non-trivial
n-dimensional representation .
Lemma 5.17: y(n) p(n) .
Proof : The inequality is guaranteed by Theorem 5.15.
The rest of this section contains a proof of the
equality y(n) = 8a + 2b . In fact, T.Y.Lam [Ltl,p.l211 calls ?(n)
the classical Hurwitz - Radon numbers. To prove the said equality,
r o
we need to examine the Clifford algebra C
Definition 5.18: Let A be a graded algebra and t be a positive
A
integer. The set M (A) of all t x t matrices with entries in A is
v
a graded algebra defined by the check-board grading [Ltl,p.81],
that is,
and
Lemma 5.19[Ltl,p.84]: Let A be a graded algebra. Then
( as graded algebras ) where F is considered as a graded algebra
concentrated in degree 0 and t , s are any positive integers. s
Proof : The isomorphisms follow from
Before we continue to show yin) = 8a + 2 , we state a
result about central simple graded algebras, which classifies the
Clifford algebras into two types [Ltl,p.85| .
Definition 5.20: A central simple graded algebra A is said to be
of
(i) even type if there is z ? A such that z~ = 1, zaQ = aoz and
for any and
2
(ii) odd type if there is z e A such that z = -1 and za = az ,
for any a
Theorem 5.21[ Ltl,p. 109]: Let (V,q) be a quadratic space. Then
type of C(V) = dim V (mod 2) .
Lemma 5.22[Ltl,p.ll4]: If (V,q) is an even dimensional quadratic
space, then
C( q) - C(-q) ( as graded algebras )
Proof : By Theorem 5.21 and Definition 5.20, there is an element
such that
for any and Let be an
orthogonal basis of (V,q) where dim V = n . We define a map f
from (V,-q) into C( q) by
for all .Then sinc€ i by Remark 5.9(ii) ,
Therefore, C(q) is compatible with -q. Then there is an algebra
homomorphism
g : C(-q) » C(q)
such that g(y) = f(v) , for all y € V . Clearly g is a graded
algebra homomorphism as z C ( g) and is surjective, hence g is
a graded algebra isomorphism. Thus C(q) - C(-q) . 5
r 0
Before we can describe the algebraic structures of C
we need to understand that of . For this we have the
following proposition.
Proposition 5.23fLtl,p. 106]: ( as graded algebras )
Proof : As (Lemma 5.8), it is enough to show
that (Lemma 5.19). Consider F as a graded algebra
A
concentrated in degree 0. Then (M (F)) is spanned by
and (A (F)) is spanned by
Let and {x,y} be an orthogonal basis of V such
that and Define a map by
Then (Note that we have
identified F with is compatible
with q . Then the definition of the Clifford algebra implies there
is a unique algebra homomorphism i such that for
any It is easily seen that f is a graded
algebra homomorphism and is onto. Hence f is a graded algebra
isomorphism. B
Proposition 5.24[Ltl,p. 127 ]:
(as graded algebras)











This proposition and Lemma 5.19 show that C~ ' ' are
determined by Furthermore, Lemma 5.8 ,
Lemma 5.19 and Lemma 5.22 show that are
determined only on
I
and For convenience, the
symbols X , Y and Z stand fo: anc 1 respectively .
Lemma 5.26[Ltl,p. 1281:
The Clifford algebra hn Iflt.prl
as
where the two algebras in each columns are isomorphic.
If F is a formally real field, then
is a field, is a quaternion algebra, hence a
division algebra, and Thus the
algebraic structure of are clear.
Lemma 5.27[Ltl,p. 129]:
Suppose F is a formally real field. The following table
i f 0
contains the algebra C ( - 0,...,7 ) :
where the two algebras in each columns are isomorphic.
To find a non-trivial n-dimensional representation, it
suffices to find an algebra homomorphism from Cr'° into M (F).
n
Thus the following lemma is useful in proving the existence of the
required algebra homomorphism [ Ltl,p. 130-131 J.
Lemma 5.28: Let p and n be two positive integers. Then
(i) there is a non-trivial algebra homomorphism from M (F) into
rr
M (F) if and only if p divides n ;n
(ii) there is a non-trivial algebra homomorphism from M ( X) into
p
M (F) if and only if 2p divides n ;n '
(iii)there is a non-trivial algebra homomorphism from M ( Y) into
p
M (F) if and only if 4p divides n . =n ™
Theorem 5.29[Ltl,p.l31]: Let F be a formally real field. Then
Proof : Write r = 8t + T + 1 ( T = 0,...,7 ) . Then the following
r -1 o
tables give all the possible forms of C '





In the above table, when 2w 1—i = 8fc , C ' is isomorphic to the
algebra in the L-th column. Lemma 5.28 implies the possible
largest value of r for which there is a non-trivial algebra
homomorphism from Cr_1'° into M (F) is 8a + 2h . Therefore
n
§ 6 Some generalized Hurwitz - Radon Number
The generalized Hurwitz - Radon numbers p(r,n) are not
easy to find even when r is closed to n . However, K.Y.Lam and
Paul Yiu [Lk , Yi 1] have found all the values of p(r,n) when
The values of p(in) are expressed in terms of
and which are defined below .
Definition 6.1: Let r be a positive integer and c be a
non-negative integer. We define
and
(mod 2)
Theorem 6.2[Lk , then
except possibly for the case - — 5 and r 2 (mod 32).
The problem of computing the generalized Hurwitz - Radon
numbers p(r,n) is now settled for the case when 0 n-r 5
except possibly when n-r = 5 and r = 27 (mod 32). The case when
n-r 5 remains to be done. This is of course no easy task. We
shall give a slight extension of their computation in Coroliarv
6.4 and Proposition 6.5. Before that we want to discuss
the relationship between the numbers p and T
r , £ r ,£




Proof : (i) follows from the definitions of the numbers involved.
(ii) Suppose that is , for any
Then for any there is such that and
(mod 2),
for otherwise, we have (r+t)9 24-L by Theorem 4.1 of Chapter 1,
which implies p(rft) 9 and then leads to a contradiction. Now,
for any if
(mod 2)
then In particular then, by the
definition of So it remains to show that
WTe divide the argument into two cases.
Case I :





in other words, 8 and 7 both fit r+c-2 (Proposition 2.13 of
Chapter 1 ) . Therefore 16 divides r+c-1 and thus p(r+e-l) 8,
which contradicts the hypothesis and completes the proof of the
claim. Inductively, for any Again, by
for all I between 1 and Then
Therefore
Case II :
The assumption implies that 8 fits rte-1 (Proposition
2.13 of Chapter 1), so 8 also fits r+e . for otherwise, 14 divides
which implies Hence
Corollary 6.4: and for some then
Proof : As Lemma 6.3(h) implies Thus
whenever that is satisfies the
Hopf Stiefel condition. Since t - S , Theorem 4.1 of Chapter
r, t
1 implies (T ,r,r+c) is admissible over F , where F is anyf
field with char Ft 2 . Therefore Then Lemma
6.3 (i) implies
Before we end this chapter, we give another computation
of some of the numbers p(r,n) ; Corollary 6.4 remains true if
and
Proposition 6.5: for some r , then
Proof : Clearly implies Then there is an
integer L between 0 and 8 such that 8 divides r+i . Since




Now, suppose Then the Hopf Theorem ( Theorem 2.9




This gives a contradiction. It follows that and
consequently Then we conclude from Lemma 6.3(i)
that
Chapter III : Sums of even powers
The inequality
where each a. 0 is a real number is well-known and can be
proved in a number of ways. Essentially, this inequality is
equivalent to the positive semi-definiteness of the polynomial
expression
One way to establish the positive semi-definiteness of
such an expression is to try and write this expression as a sum of
squares. Hurwitz did this in 1891 [Hu3] ; there he wrote the above
expression as a sum of approximately squares for even
n which was sufficient for establishing the Arithmetic-geometric
inequality for all n . More recently, Reznick [Rel] redid
Hurwitz's argument but used only approximately 3n squares for
even n . Of course, for the purpose of showing the
Arithmetic-geometric inequality, one does not have to care about
the number of the squares involved. Nevertheless, once it is known
that a certain expression is a sum of squares, it is an
interesting problem to find out the least number of squares
needed. This is in line with the product of Sums of Squares
Problem.
A sum of squares is of course positive semi-definite.
So, for a given positive semi-definite form f c R[x m.-iXJ , we
would like to find the least number m for which f is a sum of m
squares in R[x ,...,xnl . Certainly before one proceeds to find
the least number m for a given f which is positive semi-definite,
one has to find out if f could ever be written as a sum of
squares.
Hilbert [Hil] showed that not all positive semi-definite
f could be written as a sum of squares. An explicit example is
given by Motzkin [Mol] . Because of this, we shall take a modest
line and consider only a particular situation of the general
problem. For this we require
Definition 1.1: The length of f £ K[x ,...,x ] is the smallest~ In
integer m for which f can be expressed as a sum of m squares
in R[x ,...,x ] . The smallest m is denoted by £{f) . sIn
Conjecture 1.2[Rel]: For any positive integers d and n ,
In the rest of this chapter, we shall consider some
particular cases of this conjecture; in fact we shall give
evidence to support this conjecture by showing that it is true
for small values of d and n .
Proposition 1.3 : For any n 1 ,
2 2
Proof : It suffices to show x + ... + cannot be expressed as
a sum of Ti—1 squares. Suppose not, that is,
(1)
where It is elementary to show that each
f. is a homogeneous polynomial of degree 1 . Write
Let Then after substituting f
i




Thus we have n vectors in R which are orthonormal. This is
2 2
impossible and then we can conclude x + ... + x can not be1 n
expressed as a sum of n-1 squares, g
Proposition 1.4: For any
Proof : Suppose there is an element f e R[x,y] such that
Here f is a homogeneous polynomial of degree d . Then
Bv comparing coefficients, we have
and
for any
Thus for any Therefore
which implies a a - 0 and this is impossible .0 d
Corollary 1.5: For any is not a squares in the
rational function field !R(x,y) .
Proof : The statement follows from the fact that P(x,y| is a
unique factorization domain, g
Proposition 1.6:
Proof : Suppose on the contrary
(1)
where and f g are homogeneous polynomials of
degree 2 . Then
and
W rite where and After
substituting and g into (1) and then comparing coefficients, we
obtain
By considering the vectors d , e and f are zero or not, we have
a contradiction. This implies the system of vector equations has
no solution. Hence x +y +z cannot expressed as a sum of two
squares, g
Proposition 1.7:
Proof : Analogous to the proof of Proposition 1.6 .
The proofs of the above two results are similar. If we
2d 2d 2d
apply the same procedures to the general case x +y +z , we
wrill obtain a system of vector equations. However, The equations
involve too many unknown vectors, so the proof of this has not
been completed yet. In addition, the procedures have been applied
4 4 4 4
to x +y + z +w and we also obtain a system of vector equations
with many unknown vectors. Again this system of vector equations
are so complicated that we have not been able to complete our
analysis yet. Of course the general case cannot be dealt with by
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char F : characteristic of any field or rin£ .
gj : end of Definitions , Theorems , Lemmas , Propositions
and Remarks .
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